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Abstract: In this paper linear extrapolation by rational functions with given poles is considered from an arithmetical 
point of view. It is shown that the classical interpolation algorithms of Lagrange, Neville-Aitken and Newton which 
are well known for polynomial interpolation can be extended in a natural way to this problem yielding recursive 
methods of nearly the same complexity. The proofs are based upon explicit representations of generalized Vander- 
monde-determinants which are calculated by the elimination method combined with analytical considerations. As an 
application a regularity criterion for certain linear sequence-transformations is given. Also, by the same method 
simplified recurrence relations for linear extrapolation by exponent&s and logarithmic functions at special knots are 
derived. 
0. Notation 
Let E be a linear space over a field H of dimension N + 1 at least. By E* we denote its dual. 
Given elements f,, . . . , f, E E and L,, . . . , L, E E* in a fixed ordering we denote by 
where 0 < k G N, 0 < n G N - k with i being the row index. By 8,” we denote its determinant 
6,k=det D~=:D~L~:~~:~+k~. 
Throughout this note we shall use the convention that empty sums are equal to zero, empty 
products and empty determinants are equal to one. When Li f := f ( ai) are evaluation functionals 
we also use the familiar notation 
Whenever S,k Z 0 we denote by p,kf := C~=,cjf, that linear combination of fo, . . . , fk satisfying 
L,p,kf=Ljf for j=n,..., n + k. Then we set rnkf := f - p,kf. For convenience, r; ‘f := f. Further- 
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more, N := { 1, 2,. . . } denotes the set of natural numbers, lV 0 := N U { 0}, [w resp. C denotes the 
set of real resp. complex numbers. 
1. Computing determinants recursively 
Several methods computing determinants recursively are well known, in particular Chio’s 
method [l], the formulas of Sylvester’s type [1,5] or Schweins’ formulas [l]. It is one aim of this 
note to draw attention to a rather simple technique which is known as elimination method [4]. 
When applied as a theoretic tool it allows to combine analytical with algebraic arguments. 
Proposition 1. Setting r;‘f := f the following holds true for any N E NO: 
aN=aN-l.~ N-l 
0 0 NrO fN when 8tp1# 0. 0) 
Proof. Expressing the coefficients ck in LNroNelfN = LNfN - C;?I_$KLNfk by Cramer’s rule 
yields 
N-l 
LNrON_lfN= LNfN_ c D fOmfk;l~ fN, ;+W,fN-1 
. L,f,/s,N- ’ 
k=O O,..., N-1 
= 
i 
5 c_ljN-k. LNfk. D r,, ..*;fk-l> $vfN ,,I&,“-’ 
k=O O,“‘, N-l 
= s,“/s,“- l by developing S,N along its last row. •I 
Remarks. (i) Replacing the last row of 8: by the vector elements f,, . . . , f, or equivalently 
substituting the identity mapping for L, formula (1) remains valid also for the vector valued 
determinant. 
(ii) LNrt-lfN is known as the Schur-complement of 62-l in aoN, see [2,6]. 
(iii) Clearly, also 
8: = 8f-l. L,Fy-‘f, when 
where 
&L:=det D(k:r’:;intk) 
P’#O 1 > 0’) 
and where Fnk is defined as rnk but with respect to the systems fN_ky.. . , fN and L,, . . . , Ln+k. 
When a residue LNrtelfN or L,F;N-‘f, can be computed analytically then (l), (1’) is a rather 
simple device for computing determinants 8: explicitely. Quite naturally, it proceeds by 
induction, starting with 
Df I I 0 T = Lofo. 
A condition which is necessary and sufficient for the method to work is that all determinants St 
or J&_, (k=O,..., N - 1) are different from zero. In the next section we want to illustrate the 
method applying it to a simple example the result being well known [1,5]. 
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2. The determinant of Hermite interpolation by polynomials 
Consider the coefficient determinant 
PO,--‘, PN 
a’=D a,,...,a 1, a2,.-.y aM7’.-T aM 
ml mM 
PO,-.-, PN 
LY, L;,...,Ly-l, L!j,...,LL, Lk,...,L$M_' 
of the problem of Hermite interpolation with polynomials p,(x) = XJ having a,, . . . , aM as knots 
with multiplicities ml,. . . , m M, respectively, where the knots are pairwise distinct complex 
numbers, N 2 0, M 2 1, ml,. . . , mM > 1 are integers such that m,+ a-. +m,=N+l. Here 
L,kf:=f@+q. 
Proposition 2. 
A4 M m,-1 
6=,pzj-“,)m~mJ* n n k!. 
‘. 
/=1 k=l 
r'j 
(2) 
Proof (by induction on N). The formula holds for N = 0. Assume that (2) is true for N. Then 
T(X) := Y;pN+l(x) = XNil -po”p,+,(x) = (x - aJrn’ *. * (x - uMy” 
for r is a polynomial of degree N + 1 with leading coefficient 1 and zeros a,, . . . , aM with 
multiplicities m,, . . . , mM, respectively. We have to consider two cases L,, 1 = L$+, and 
L N+l = L;? In the first mM+l= 1 and LN+Ir=(uM+l -al)"'1 ...(u~+~ -aM)"'". In the 
second case mM has to be replaced by mM + 1. By Leibniz’ rule 
From Proposition 1 and the induction hypothesis we conclude in any case that (2) holds also for 
N+l. 0 
3. The determinant of Hermite interpolation by rational functions with given simple poles 
Let K(-, 0) b e a function of two variables. If Lo,. . . , L, resp. A,, . . . , A, are functionals 
acting on functions of the first resp. second variable of K, then if applied to K the functionals Ai 
and Lj do commute by their very definition. Hence, 
A,K,...,A,K 
DL L 
L,K,..., L,K 
O,"', ,X, A AN O,“‘, 
(3) 
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by transposition. Often, CebySev-systems can be generated this way. For instance, consider 
Cauchy’s kernel C( ~1, b) := (a - b) -’ where a, b are complex variables. Let A := { a,, . . . , uN } , 
B := {b,, . . . , b,} where a, ,..., aN, b, ,..., b, are pairwise distinct complex numbers. For the 
point functionals L,C( a, b) := C( a,, b) (i = 0,. . . , IV) and AgC(u;) := (a/S)%(a, b,)(j = 
1 ,..., M; k = 0 ,..., mj - 1) where N >, 0, M >, 1, m,, . . . , mM >, 1 are integers such that m, 
+ a.0 +m, = N + 1 (3) means 
D 
Q Q, ()‘“” 
,Wl 
1 ). . .) A”1, fI;z-l,. . .) nm,M-1,. . .) no, 
= (I ;$+~4p’- & ;;;y;;;;. q?‘--” ywi 
with Q,(b) :=L,C(., b) =(ai- b)-’ and qj(a) :=A:.C(u, .) =(a- b,)-‘, qf being the kth 
power of q,. We shall refer to qj as the pole function with pole bj. Note the particular ordering 
of the functionals. It is chosen to get simple sign factors in 
Proposition 3. (i) Q,, . . ., QN is an extended complete cebyiev-system over any subset of the 
complex plane not intersecting A and 
(ii) ql, qf,...,q1”‘, q2,...,qM, 4&,...,42f is a complete ceby.?ev-system over any subset of the 
complex plane not intersecting B since 
6 := D q1”‘,. **Y q:, 2’ q;‘,.**> q;“,**., qM 
Proof. We proceed by induction on N. Obviously, for N = 0 the assertion holds. Assume that (4) 
is true for the systems (Ql,. . . , Qhr+i) and (A,, . . . , LI~+~) := (A;ll-‘, . . . , A”,). Then 
r(b) := f;“e,(b) = & - 
N+l 
c d,.A 
j=l aj - b 
where d=(dl,..., dN+1)7 solves B. d = w with 
B=D 
i 
Q QN+l 1'"" 
&-' >.**> Ao, ,..., A’$-‘,..., Ao, 
and 
(ml - l)! (m,- l)! 
(ao_bl)“““” oo~6,~ (ao_b2)“““” 
(m,- l)! 
(ao-b,)mM”“’ a,yh, 
Clearly, as a function of b 
(b-b,)“’ . ..(b-b.)“” 
' (b-a,).*.(b-a,,,) 
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is a rational function with denominator (b - a,) . . . (b - uN+ 1) and numerator - y . (b - bl)*l 
. * * (b - bJ+ where y=l-(d,+ 0.. +dN+r ) since the numerator is a polynomial in b of 
degree N + 1 with zeros b,, . . . , b, of multiplicities m,, . . . , mM, respectively. Because of y = 1 - 
(d, + e.0 +dN+r ) its leading coefficient y is the first component of the solution vector of the 
bordered linear system 
F.[=[ 
Computing y by Cramer’s rule and transposing the determinants we get 
L,, Lp...>LN+l 
Y’ 
D q;1’,...,q;, ql,.-,q:M,-**,qM 
= L&Y 
Ly..P&+1 
(5) 
Here 
(a,-bJm’ .+~,-b,)“~ 
is a rational function of a, with denominator (a, - bl)Q . . . (a, - bM)m” and numerator 
(% - a,) * *. (acl - aN+l> since the latter is a polynomial in a, of degree N + 1 with simple zeros 
u,,.*., uN+l and leading coefficient 1. Hence, 
(a,-~,).*.(a,-a,,,) . (b,-b)“‘+b,-b)“” 
Y(b) = - (uo _ bl)*l ...(uo-bM)mM (uo-b)~~~(uN+,-b) . (6) 
For the induction step we have to consider two cases A, = A\ with m, = 1 and A, = AT1 with 
m, replaced by m, + 1. In the first case from (6) we infer 
(uo-u,)~~~(uo-u,+,) (b,-b,)“‘...(b,-bo)“” 
‘?I’= (uo-b,)“’ . . . (uo_bM)mM’ 
(% - bo) ’ * * (‘N+l - b,) 
and in the second 
4 lr= (_I)+. *,!. j~;-;$*:_$f; y;lj;(b;; b$;* ’ * :"M- bl)mM 
(uo-ul)*--(uo~ 
. . . 0 ‘N+l - ‘1) 
=?!* (uo_bb,)“’ 
++l) . (b,rb,)““...(b:-b,)“” 
~0. (u,- bM)m” (b,-uo)+b,-a,,,) 
From remark (iii) following Proposition 1 and from the induction hypothesis we conclude in any 
case that (4) also holds for N + 1. IJ 
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Next we show that 
(iii) ql, 412,. . . , q?‘, q2,. . . ,4M, 4&, . . . ,4E”, PO, Ply *..) Pm, is a complete CebySev-system on 
any subset of the complex plane not intersecting B. Therefore we compute 
where now M, N 2 0, m, 2 -1, m,, . . . , mM 2 1 are integers such that m, + . . . +m, = N + 1. 
Proposition 4. 
Note that extending system (ii) by the power functions does not alter formula (4). The 
determinant (7) has been called the Cauchy-Vandermonde-determinant [12] for both classical 
determinants of Vandermonde and Cauchy are contained as particular cases. 
Proof. According to Proposition 1 it will be sufficient to compute Y~~P,,,+~( u~+~). Now 
~~~p,,,+~( a) is a rational function with numerator (a - a,) . . . (a - a,,,) and denominator (a - 
bJ”l . . . (a - bM)Q’ since the first is a polynomial of degree N with zeros a,, . . . , uN and 
leading coefficient 1. Hence, 
As before, an induction argument concludes the proof. An alternative proof based upon 
Sylvester’s identity on determinants can be found in [12]. 0 
4. The Cauchy-Vandermonde-system 
There are many reorderings of system (iii) that will yield a complete CebySev-system too. To 
get sufficient generality in this regard we introduce suitable index functions to ensure that having 
already chosen ( f,, . . . , fk_l) out of (iii) as a complete CebySev-system then (f,, . . . , fk) will be a 
CebySev-system too. We have to take f, either as the ‘next’ power function, as a ‘next’ power of 
a pole function already used, or as a ‘new’ pole function. 
Definition. We will call a function p: RJ o + No an admissible index function provided for any k, 
p(k) > 2 implies that there is a k’ -c k with p( k’) = p(k) - 1. To p we associate the function 
G(k) := 
#(k)-1 iffp(k)=O, 
q(k) iff p(k) >O 
where $(k):=card{iEN(,: i<k and p(i)=p(k)}. 
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Given (bj)j=l,,,... c Q= injective and given an admissible index function p we shall call the system 
(f,, f,,...) where 
I P+(~) iff dk) = 0, f, := q$L/ iff p(k) > 0 
the Cauchy-Vandermonde-system generated by (b,) and p. 
For later use we also associate with p 
Mk:=max{p(i): O,<i<k}, 
m::=card{iEfUo: i<k and p(i)=j}, 
mt:=card{iEf+JO: i<kandp(i)=O}-1. 
Mk is the number of distinct pole functions used among (f,, . . . , f,), m$ is the largest exponent 
of the pole function qj such that the corresponding power of q, occurs among (so,. . . , fk) and 
rnk is the largest degree of a power function therein. 
5. Linear extrapolation with Cauchy-Vandermonde-systems 
It is known that the classical procedures connected with the names of Lagrange, Newton and 
Neville-Aitken can be extended to solve the general linear extrapolation problems posed with a 
complete CebySev-system ( fO, . . . , f,) recursively with not more than 0( N3) algebraic operations 
[S-11]. Given a complex function f, a set of simple knots A = {a,, . . ., a,,,} c C and an 
arbitrary complex number z @ A then the general Neville-Aitken formula using Neville’s 
strategy reads [lo] 
P,k = Y,k. P,k-’ + (1 - Ynk) * P,k+:> O<k<N, O<n,<N-k (8) 
where/3,k=p,kf(z)andp,kfEspan{f,,...,fk} satisfiespif(a,)=f(aj),(i=n,...,n+k)and 
Y,k = 
r,k+/fkkz) 
r,k+/f&) - r:-lfk(z) ’ 
(9) 
Observe that since the weights in (8) add to one they can be computed themselves recursively by 
(8) starting with r;‘f,(z) = f,(z) the whole procedure taking 0( N3) arithmetical operations in 
general. 
Dually, one can get pnk from Lagrange’s generalized formula 
P,k = 2 f(%+;) .C,hL l<k<N, O<n,<N-k 00) 
where 
i=O 
r,“,i(z)=Y,“*z,“,~‘(z) + (l-Y,k)‘~~,~‘,(z) (11) 
with I,“,_,(z) := 0, l,k,k+I (z) := 0 and Z,“,,(z) := f,( z)/f,( a,). 
Essentially, the recurrence relation (11) is the Neville-Aitken formula (8) applied to the dual 
extrapolation problem when the evaluation functional L, Lf := f( z), is extrapolated at the point 
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f by linear combinations q,kL E span{ L,, . . . , Ln+k } of the evaluation functionals L;f:=f( a,) 
such that q,kL(f,)=Lf. (j=O,..., k). One only has to realize (see [ll] for more details) that 
q,kLf = Lp,kf, hence Lrif = rnkLf for all f. Newton’s general interpolation formula [9] reads 
p,kf = p,"-'f + d, k. rk-lf > n k’ O<k<N, O<n<N-k 02) 
where p;‘f := 0, r;‘f := f, 
and 
/ f O>“‘, fk-1, f 
a n,“‘, a n+k-1, a 
,8; = dnil,k-l - dn,k-l 
nik d,k+l,k-l - d,k,k-l 
d n,k:= dn,kf := D 
d;,i := d,,,f,. 
03) 
The recurrence relation for generalized divided differences (13) first was proved in [El. In general 
it takes 0( N 3, arithmetical operations. We shall show now that when working with a 
Cauchy-Vandermonde-system all these procedures are nearly as simple as in the polynomial case 
each taking not more than 0( N2) algebraic operations. The fast procedures to be considered are 
of some interest not only for theoretical reasons. In general, the more simple algorithms also are 
the more stable algorithms. 
To simplify formulas we adopt the convention that for all complex z 
bo-z:=z-bo:=I. 
Let (f,,..., f,) be the Cauchy-Vandermonde-system generated by B = ( bj)j_,,,,.. and /.L 
Assume that A n B = fl. Then with respect to the above formulas we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5. 
and 
(16) 
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with ff,- 1( z) := 0, Zk,k+ 1( Z) := 0. Moreover, 
rJ-lfk(z) = r,k-2fk_l(z). “,-““‘“a1 . 
n+k n 
“yt, bdk) 
p(k) 
‘n - bp(k-l) 
a 
-(dk n+l,k-1 -d,k,k_,), k>l 
nik-1 - bp(k-l) 
-b 
&+l,k_l - &,_, = 
a 
an+k 1 ,“n 
n+k-l n-1 
. In-l _ $0 
n+k w(k) 
‘n+k-1 - $(k-1) 
‘n - bp(k-l) 
’ cdnk,k-l - d,k-I_k-l) 
and finally 
(17) 
(18) 
k-l 
k-l 
n (bp(k-l) -ai> 
hcO (bpO - ‘p(h)) 
d;,k-l - d,k,,_, = ak_-bao . 
i=l I.l(h)+w(k) 
ak 
k-2 k-l 
P(O) 
I-I 
h=O 
(bpck-l, - bpCh,) IFo cbdk, - ‘1) 
/Gh)+p(k-l) 
Proof. We start with (15). From Propositions 1, 3 and 4 we get by an easy calculation 
nik-1 
(Z-a,)’ jj (bp(k)-b,)m’ 
/+cL(k) 
n+k-1 
ek(Z). n (bpckj -ai) 
i=n 
where we have set 
(20) 
(21) 
Q k will be referred to as the k th pole polynomial associated with ( bi) i= 1,, _, k and p. In fact, Qk 
is a polynomial of degree k - rni and span{ fo, .. . , fk } = { P/Qk: P E P, } where P, denotes the 
space of polynomials of degree k at most. By inserting (21) into (9) and by canceling all factors 
which do not depend on n (15) is obtained. To prove the second equation in (16) observe that 
the right hand side of (16) equals 
where 
‘k,,i(Z) := (Q”(a,+i)/Q”(z)) * E,i(Z) (22) 
pJz) := fi z -“n+m 
m=o ‘n+i - anim 
mfi 
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is the basic Lagrange polynomial in case of polynomial interpolation, the A”,,, E span{ f,, . . . , fk} 
satisfying 
xk,,i(%+j ) = 6,,i ( 6i,j = Kronecker’s delta). 
Hence, by the unicity of the dual basis, 
Xk =lk. n,z n,r, O<k<N, O<n<N-k, O<i<k. 
The proofs of (17) through (19) start from the representation 
d n+l,k_lf - d,,,_,f = D a f”‘*;‘fk-l’ f . a;;:/( a;- l .a;:;) 
n,.**, n+k-1’ an+k 
which was proven in [8] to hold for any complete CebySev-system. An alternative proof results by 
expressing the divided differences according to (13) as a quotient of determinants and by 
applying Sylvester’s classical determinantal identity. From the last equation the equalities 
d,k,l,k-1  d,k,k-1 6k.ak-‘,ak-2 n-l 
d,k,,_, - d,k_l,k_l = 8,f,. 8;;; . “sil, 
and 
Df 
o’wfk-1’ fk *Sk-l .ak-2 
a a n+k-1’ ’ 
n+l n n,.“, 
= 
fk-2, fk-1 .&k. ak-2 . 
a n+k-2’ ’ n n+l 
(dk n+l,k-1 - d,k,k-l) 
easily are derived. As before, simply by applying Proposition 4 (17) through (19) follow by easy 
calculation. 0 
Assume we are given a rational function f E lP,/QN whose poles b,, . . . , b, with multiplicities 
mM are known and where Q N 
7,‘;;:; ,,, 
is the Nth pole polynomial associated with B = 
,M and an admissible index function p such that MN = M, m,N = m,,. . ., m: = mM 
and mf=m,=N-(m,+ a.. tm,). Then by choosing an arbitrary set A = {a,, . . . , aN} of 
simple knots not intersecting B any of the interpolation methods considered above provides a 
tool for computing the partial fraction decomposition of f recursively with an amount of 0( N 2, 
algebraic operations. In particular, when M and N are large this will be more efficient than 
solving the linear system for the coefficients of the basic fractionals directly. 
6. An application to linear sequence transformations 
Let A = (an)ncNo and B = (bj)j,. be sequences of complex numbers which both are injective 
and whose intersection is void. Assume that lim a, = z exists and that z 4 B. Let F = (fk)k EN,, 
be the Cauchy-Vandermonde-system generated by B and p where Al. is an admissible index 
function. 
Given a sequence of complex numbers s = (s,,) n EN, we can look at it as the image of A under 
a function 
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Setting s,k :=p,kQs(z) (k, n = 0, 1,. . . ) where p,kf is the interpolant of f with respect to fo, . . . , f, 
and an,..., an+k we can associate with s the triangular field of complex numbers 
0 
so so 
1 
SO 
0 
s1 Sl 
2 
SO 
1 
$1 so3 
0 
s2 s2 
2 
-5 $04 
s: 
3 
Sl 
s3 s30 
2 
s2 
s; : s; 
0. 
s4 s4 
4 
. s2 
. . 
. . 
. . 
We shall call Tk the linear sequence transformation 
s~Sk:=(s&,,,, sE4zWI0 
transforming s into its kth column and S” the linear sequence transformation 
transforming s into its n th descending row. 
Are there conditions ensuring that Tk or S” will be regular? In other words we ask for 
conditions ensuring that 
lim s,k = lim s, resp. lim s,k = lim s, 
n+m n-+a, k-m n-cc 
whenever lim _ n --t 03sn exists. When A is a real strictly decreasing sequence which coverges to z and 
when F = F is the system of power functions then Laurent’s criterion for regularity is well 
known. Then the following propositions are equivalent: 
(i) A converges at least geometrically: there exists (Y, 0 < (Y < 1, such that for all n, 
0 < (a,+, - z)/( a, - z) < a; 
(ii) for all k, Tk is regular; 
(iii) for all n, S” is regular. 
We will show now that when the pole sequence diverges to cc rapidly enough the sufficient part 
(i) 3 (ii), (iii) of L aurent’s criterion remains valid also for a Cauchy-Vandermonde-system. 
Proposition 6. Let F be the Cauchy-Vandermonde-system generated by B and p. Assume that A is 
a real strictly decreasing convergent sequence such that (i) holds. If 
Igo lz-b,(j), <O” 
P(j)+0 
then for all k, Tk is regular and for all n, S” is regular. 
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Proof. In view of (22) we see that Tk = Fk 0 Dk where - refers to the system 3 of power 
functions and Dk denotes the linear matrix transformation with diagonal matrix 
Dk’ (s~])i,jGN,' a;,:= (Q"(aJ/Q"(z)) * 6i,j. 
It is immediate from Toeplitz’ theorem that for any k, Dk is regular. Hence, it follows from the 
regularity of f” that Tk is regular too. 
Setting (c,)~~~~:= (b,~j))JENO,ILCjJfO we claim that 
Indeed, for all i and k 
is bounded. (23) 
As a consequence of (23), for any n there exists a constant Mr such that ) Q”( u,+~)/Q”( z) I< Ml 
for all i, k E No. Assume now that p. is an element of F. Then, again in view of (22), we 
conclude that S” does satisfy the three Toeplitz conditions since S” does. If p. 4 F then it 
remains to be proved that for any n 
lim 5 I,k i(z) = 1. 
k-m i=. ’ 
Considering (f,,...,f,> and (p,, f,,...,f,_,) we findin view of (16) 
Since ( ai) is strictly decreasing it follows 
Hence, 
Since (z - bpCk))- ’ 4 0 for k + cc by assumption the assertion follows. 0 
It can be shown that when the constant function p. does belong to the system then the 
divergence condition can be weakened to 
Re bcl(,) ’ 2 > ‘(2 + uo) for all sufficiently large j. 
Again, this can be reduced to Laurent’s criterion, see [12] for the details. 
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7. Linear extrapolation by exponentials and logarithmic functions 
Let e(u, u) = eUU be the ‘exponential kernel’ where u, u are complex variables. Let V= 
{ Ql..., uM} and U= {zQ,,..., uN} be subsets of the complex plane of cardinality M + 1 and 
N + 1, respectively. Define the point functionals Lne(. , u) = e( u,, u) = e”,” (n = 0,. . . , N) and 
A:e(u, .)=(a/av)ke(u, u,)=uk.eu”~ (j=O,...,M; k=O,...,mj-1) as in Section 3 where 
N>O, Mao, m, ,..., m,>l and m,+ *.. +m, = N + 1. Our goal is to compute the de- 
terminant 
6=D 
L,e,..., L,e A~e,...,A~MM1e 
no, )...) n;~-l,n; )...) no, )...) nm,M-l L Llv ()‘“” 
at least for a particular choice of u,. 
Proposition 7. Let 24, = u. + n * d (n = 0,. . . , N) where u. and d # 0 are fixed complex numbers. 
Then 
8 = &cd?:/, . fi exp(u,m,+d-(,“i))*Uj 
j=O 
Proof. We set u := u,,/d. By substituting u, = d. (u + n) in 6 we find 
6 = det( dk. (u + TZ) k . ed(o+n)U~)~,k 
which can be simplified by extracting 
from the rows of 6. Next we claim that 
S/~=det((o+n)k.ed’~n)r,k=det(n(n-1)..’(n-k+l)(ed”)“)ln,k 
where the last determinant is easily seen to be equal to 
(24 
l?I edu,(P) . D PO,.*., PN 
j=O iv;,. . . ) M,“o-‘, . . . ) ML,. . . ) ivt;,-l 
with M,!f:= (d/dx)kf(edq) for a complex function f of the complex variable x. Now Proposi- 
tion 2 gives the result. We still need to prove (24). For j = 0,. . . , M we set 
A(j) := ( a~~),“~,O:;:;‘~,_l, 
c(j):= ~c(j))""~~~~-‘.' 
a?!:= (0 + n)” . edujn, 
k,s k=O,..., m,-1, ‘k,s (j):= [a, u+l,..., u+slp,], 
[x0,. . . > xk ) f] denoting the ordinary divided difference of f with knots x0,. . . , xk (with respect 
to polynomial interpolation); 
R(j) := ( rj~~)~~~,‘::::~,_l, 
‘k,n 
(j) := n (n - 1) . . . (y1 - k + 1) edYn. 
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Let ( j, k) be fixed. Consider f(x) := xk . ed”Jn. Then according 
formula the polynomial of degree m, - 1 at most that interpolates f 
+ mj - 1 reads 
WI-1 
to Newton’s interpolation 
at the knots u, 0 + 1,. . _, u 
Ax>= c [vJ+l ,...,0+.s~j]~(x-+~*(X-u--_++). 
s=o 
Substituting x = u + n we get 
WI-1 
(u+n)k.edTn= C [a, u+l,...,~+slp,]~e~“~“~n(n-l)...(n-s+l) 
s=o 
WI-1 
= c ci;J! . rJ,‘n 
s=o 
since f~ Pm,_r. Hence, A(J) = C(j) . R(j). Setting 
and observing det C = 1 we see S/c = det A = det R which finishes the proof. 0 
Assume now that U, = uO. h” (n = O,..., N) with zq, > 0, h > 0 fixed and that V= 
{q,..., uM} c [0, cc) has cardinality M + 1. Then with the functionals defined above applied to 
the ‘logarithmic kernel’; I(u, u) = u”, &I( ., u) = u:, Arl(u, .) = (a/a~)~/(u, uj) = (In u)“u~, 
we have as a corollary to Proposition 7. 
Proposition 8. 
Proof. Proposition 8 follows readily from Proposition 7 by observing I( U, u) = e(ln U, u) where 
u. and d have to be replaced by In u. and In h, respectively. q 
From Proposition 7 we infer that the functions of the complex variable u 
(iv) euuo, u. euvo,. . . , ~4~O-l . eUUo, e’“l, . . . ,eUuM, 2.4 ’ euvM,. . . , ~4~~~~ . e*“M 
form a complete CebySev-system on the set U = { U, = u. + nd: n = 0,. . . , N} when { du,: 
iso,..., 44) lies in a strip of periodicity of the exponential function. This fails to hold for 
arbitrary subsets of the complex plane. But it is well known that when V = { uo, . . . , uM} c R and 
when the functions (iv) are restricted to the real axis then (iv) is a complete CebySev-system of 
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order N+l=m,+ a.0 +m, on any subset U={ZQ,...,U~} of the real line. If p is an 
admissible index function then ( f,, . . . , f,) is a complete CebySev-system too where 
fk( x) = x+(k) . eur(k)X. 
Also, 
(v) XV0 , xuO.In x ,..., ~‘0. (In x)~~-‘, xU1 ,..., xuM, xUM.ln’x ,..., xuM. (In ~)~~-l 
is a complete CebySev-system of order N + 1 = m, + . . . + mM on any subset X= {x,,, . . . , xN} 
of (0, cc) and when m, = 1 also of [0, cc) provided 0 G u,, < ui < . . . c uM. This remains true for 
(.&,,...,f,) when 
fk (x) = x’p(*) - (In x)*(~) 
where for the logarithmic functions and the exponentials from now on we suppose that ~(0) = 0 
and p(k) > 0 for k > 0. As a consequence, the general extrapolation algorithms of Section 5 can 
be used working with arbitrary knots and an arbitrary extrapolation point z. Nevertheless, 
making use of Propositions 7 and 8 we can simplify the recurrence relations considerably 
reducing the complexity of the whole procedure to 0( N*) when we do work with particular 
knots and a particular extrapolation point. With regard to Section 5 we have 
Proposition 9. Assume that 0 = u. < ul -C * * . < uM, p(O) = 0 and p(k) > 0 for k > 0. For the 
system (iv), an arithmetical knot sequence u, = u0 + n - d (n = 0,. . . , N; uo, d E R, d # 0) and 
extrapolation point z = - 00 there holds 
u,k = ed”~(~)/(ed%(~) - 1 ) l<k<N, O<n<N-k. (25) 
For the system (v), a geometrical knot sequence u, = uOhn (n = 0,. . . , N; u. > 0, 1 Z h > 0) and 
extrapolation point z = 0 there holds 
u,k = h”pw/( h’+w - 1), l<k<N, O<n<N-k. (26) 
Proof. Obviously, it will be sufficient to prove (25). Therefore, we compute 
D fO>‘..,fk-1, fk . Sk-1 
y,k+llfk(-w) = u,+l’“.*’ ‘n+ky -C0 n . 
r,“-‘fk(-m) D fO,...,fk-l? fk 
. Sk-’ 
U ,,>*..> u,+k-l, --OO 
n+l 
Because of the assumption ~(0) = 0 we have f, =po, hence 
rL;;fk((-m) = 
r,k-‘fk(-m) 
= ed4(k) 0 
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An alternative proof of Proposition 8 proceeding by induction directly based upon the recurrence 
relation (8) can be found in [13]. For the particular case that m, = 1 for all j Proposition 8 first 
was proved in [3] making use of generating polynomials. 
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